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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enuclecitor)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.
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this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

tfJTio

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?
___
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The followingbrief description of the Fine Drosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of
Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator

)

which, after exhausting
the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area
covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly
answering the following questions in the spaces left for that
purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite
as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none)
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(f.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description „of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :-

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

. most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red
(i.e . full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(f.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7

.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

c/ifcu<^ &
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
r
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4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?,

-

5.

About what was the proportion of red (be. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur ? / / / . /
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1 . Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)is uselul as records oi tneir occurrence.; -
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most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

S^ajU pj^°C ^

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

/ mr

6. What was their principal food when with you?
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red . Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sib :

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ? C*-- ^
tru/~*x
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5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumage

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds)

c/O-ftCZu*.
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6. What was their principal food when with yon ? Zht.
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7. If they hare disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy-

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Rejiorts of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

tAAyyG--' .$G

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as. a rale, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

auU /udi- 4^^ f
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6.

What was their principal food when with you?
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7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did tins occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, -well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.
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During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total ;area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

(?'

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5- Xbout what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you?
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7. If they have disappeared or matex-ially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

-&&(7

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator )
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than

none).



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rale, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

/zru

6. What was their principal food when with you?

ZZeJo CZ

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown "with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sin

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter ? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

>
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fcr^"'^'"4. Did tney 'occur in large or small nocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?
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5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you ? *
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'ITie tolhwmgTrieiaescription of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

1 45 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator

)

which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

<3—
<^\<o )

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5.

About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e . full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

USlSt

6.

What was their principal food when with you ?

ox^-Xojww. /CX/vSu,

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

(Xajl. Q^-S^vjL-’ o

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

'jA.r Sir • . ^
During the early part of the present winter Cam-

[dge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

ae Grosbeaks (
Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

e food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, u

ssible, the routes which they followed and the total area

vered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

tswering the following questions in the spaces left for that

irpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

-»/~vo tlin ViAflll A"f this

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

(A—
$

'

Layy^ Jl£,'v~<-n- (d/TUs+d' &L &£
/ lA-psi /

r,_ About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

/AAA-

rincipal food when with you ?

/^AAv-e- ///k<xJ. ' l~e^c^L~- /Soa-

t}^/tsACs/- ^^ULST-^—’ Z-C. <s2/\yO 0~^~-

.Y „ (Am A A ^ ' r ^—

-^<7

,<5^

f they have disappeared or materially^Increased in num-

bers, about when did this occur ? /
-Ax? w oA i ^ A-AA-/

e^ui . <y^~ ê /x

r

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

i

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

a {yl'C

Pt- S^* l/—

-

^'^^^^4.C^^W0rey”^cur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

iS the greatest number seen in any one floewhat was the greatest number seen in any_one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

/ males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?.

/Lo?l^U{/ Jtdk £4^

(J 6. What was their principalfood when with you"

y^Lx,
7. ‘’’If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?
//

/pt£L

<

iZc- /}UcsZ7s~e^ />P

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy-

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.

n
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You .can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
f

UCOIUl ttO I V XI O V/ JL UiiVl L UA'A/til 1 ^llVA*
J f

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

— y, - ! 'Tf^y A'

a/uAy/Yy

y-y^ yyyyo^ y y///A



,—. 8 . What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day2 s

Ar . ,/?//<*' T et*v?Y

*jC- A? *’*£*' /fcr ^s#^

^ 4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock? .

' A*'*? /7S/S/W t/, . yS/sA

U

/

yCZ ^t-^s/Zi

/S^V'y^/r a***'**?^ k ^/^Ll
5. About what was the proportion of red {i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(*.e. plain brown or gray birds)J

n dfolU- rsx ,

n
What was their principal food when with you?

twsf ^tr

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, aboui

e^^23 ^

^ "'JZy'
"

fOt*AAsT-^£

when did this occur ?- -

—

7/ /" / )

. ,w ~*~r>a.^w <y.

-^/U- s^a^S. si IL UJ- sri£r4

scy^o- y^ysS
TU. ^

-f- 1 1 Trrrin /-v» 1

A / e- — £A /

,
v*y n***~v£Z', -24^_

/" The'wollowing brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.

X dlnfU
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (he. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

</ wX' dn i v Ut ‘

a^C

)upf~

.

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.

.A V ns.

h-c ,
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

(B-t
o

¥

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and youngjQt.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you? . .

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur ? ^ _ ,

OLJ
^ y'M

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

*3

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.

c/O^cX / "w cr\ .



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.

f
(V,K fcZfr.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Beak Sik

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day ?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous ? (Approximate dates will be much better than



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

Qi_^-cn^y /O—1(J

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young( j.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and tiie total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

1 ,

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none).
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What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5. About whatVas the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered

,
with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Siis

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

-f Qh <2/ Why

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

/

St . 'L j! . :/ .<?/ ' t. / ' /At'/ /y

jr / \
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5. About what was the proportion of red [i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, -well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Deak Sib

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.) '4AJIA<A__

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better thanmost numerous? (Approximate dates will be

none).none



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

tjlAA <5\ .

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock? •2^uJLk>.-

5.

About what was the proportion of i-od (i.e, full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(t.e. plain brown or gray birds) ? X 0vvx

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur? cVjUtAXrlkXi^ x JmlaA" "\xaaaju

<LXW- . _ <Qax.5L^ S' <SV C3 .

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, Avith

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown Avith more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous Avhite bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.
- January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as usefuljts records of their occurrence.)

iz-cycf ad
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C-cryyis-yjAjryi-A

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none) .
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

Ok/ (j/yiA/- iw Ostruyh iqo kkyoUy

tfCo' Ob uy^cx_y (Q puv*o /ovOtsuL^ (sUCU/of/,

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

J,̂ t/ qmsovUjU^ /SU 2o kikycU^y
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5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(f.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

JZoa^kc/ ol/O <jray kyr'C/Ks
;

too/c/ oyix^

1

LU/o Tov'CUa^

(- c<u rfuAkr'
was their principal food6. Wl

faOLU.
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If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers^ajrout when did this occur?

WO ^GLV OAJxJ /(ovl^laJ kkoU CLajW ^eytxy^w^oU/L

yurou / Os j~lko/<of{ c/>] & OO/OLy <ljLcoisq (/lo<

The fo\ktwing brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may kyr/i pLy
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In /

•

/ f)

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
L

1-//Z/4/(Xj?y

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less /- /

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings '

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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' January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :— .

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1 . Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

. V .
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day ?

c_/ <^ /fa
/ /u fa fafa.- /

/fa/— fa

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

fa'
Cx~ ^ ^^

^jfa fafa- <*>'/'JC?

fa / L v. ... C « i ^

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(*.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

s* //<- c" > < fa /-/ / r ' // />/ ( <,. ?

— f fa/ —
L- 7-/ /?«-’ ( - 1

^

/ ? x..*.
• ^ r fafa/Zfa fa- < *> >

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

/• fa'

GL&. fa
y

fa 'S

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

^ fa
fas- ' fa-^ ^ fafafa1 , /' /. , _/ /_ / ' L.(-
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2
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^*"L -y

‘The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (
Pinicola, enuclecitor )

which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1 . Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. fnll-plumaged

males)tothe females and young(t.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur? /& f * ,*/ i
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy-

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

.During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.') i-Ps, ^ -

2. When were the firet seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

/

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Deae Sie :

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none).
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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>ers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator

)

which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5.

About what was the proportion of red (f.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (Le. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6.

What was their principal food when with you?
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If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records oLtheir occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

v

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

y

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous ? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in anv one flock?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. IE they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Piue Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.
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anyPine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none).
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j-tb—What wa.Q tho greatest number of birds' seen in one day?
~
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock? . ,
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5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

0 (earner)
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock? /
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5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6.

What was their principal food when with you?
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day ?

crz

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?
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-
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)*.

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

6, 3 tr-

5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

jZZt. &̂<****-

5
The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

.
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none).
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,
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WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, depai'ted very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than

none).
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5.

About what was the proportion of rod (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur ? ,
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the,greatest number a&en in any one flock ?
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About wlfat w»s the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you ?
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The following brief description of theJrine Grosbeak may ftu^, ~uhjpkh/L
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In i

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with t^M ,

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy ^ J <

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less
fcj

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both m i t

'

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings. . u- . j,&
tUji Itu, (»~iU ,
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Dear Sir :

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

*-
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none).
J



i 3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.

)
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2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

r thanmost numerous ? (Approximate dates will be much better than zA
/? „ y z-.none). fT
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

Z/P ^JT

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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7 . If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
1">nvo OVlAnt trrli /-l-t/71 +1, Jn 5

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual' number of
Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting
the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area
covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly
answering the following questions in the spaces left for that
purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite
as useful as records of their occurrence.) //e^

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none). -W /y/ ~ eSLo-tx*,

/ <©^. u



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you?
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7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur ? 'PlJrrxe hi e_ e r>

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BBEWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one clay?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (l.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

Whad^wastlieir principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur ?

- /
The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite,

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

__

2. • When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

J <Jv" C?

CX-^2^o

CX

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(t.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

j
-

—

/f* fir J"

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1 . Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

J^ZU^c l^J
4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

A^ O-A A^c/f iA , lhAU_,

^IaCaAaj, Ii^CAIaJaaaa^^

XuXtAjCC^ A M) Ou AAasaa a

6. What was their principal food when with you?

hers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Dine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTEB.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left lor that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

(>S



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. ^ Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen' in any one flock? ^

5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

^2~&*p7 'Z//zhs£~ ,

6. What was their principal food when with you?

L -£ .-T? i }

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

V/0 y ^z^-

a&~-
following brief description df the Pine Grosbeak may

,- . / enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

n
v

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
^vv short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

b%**^2^-*~^vred. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

1 yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of
Pme Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting
the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area
covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly
answering the following questions in the spaces left for that
purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite
as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none).
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

jr
4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (j.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

yj

•
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

(,

7

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and tiie total, area
covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

/



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

-2 0 CSV J ’

5. About what was the proportion of red
(i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
ltovo rli/l 2

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose, Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of rod (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(*'.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

tt xxau Wdfi luen iuuu wiitjii witn your

<y.

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

VWx-

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wino-s.

Yours truly,

,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enuclecitor) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
yy

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



8. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

6. What was their principal food when with yon?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur? (

' / / £>/

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Eobin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous ? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



s What, was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

1 _ nn ir /~»VI a ?

5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

« i 1 /,*-> nin Im-AUTTI Al* 0*

1
*3 ,V TyIT’CLs'^ ?

7. if they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur ?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ? * y ,

w 'ifWt'w ^Zr-X^O<i

ca^H
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'urvle^ t^A4, 'Ctrc^dbcfc, y^vu*\

5. About what was the proportion of red {i.e. fwll-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ? fu.^ Uti~QU

/ftwY su^-^v <\iso iydd «~~def
~ *1yt£uc.

6. What was their principal food when wj±h you? -

(2^e^v LceJh^f ^K.

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur? a

S-'V $u_jz^s 7hzJtr'Lf^— ^
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may>

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none).

1C
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day ?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

l h>W( / 2-

^

iy
5. About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

Cj</C
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rv-xA

. What was their pi
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur ?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy
red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of tiiis page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e . full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Rave any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.) .

en were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e . full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(f.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

i

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7

.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :— . „

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enudeator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, 1

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left lor that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males)to the females and young(i.e. plain bi own or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7

.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

/

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy-

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

z. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(».e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially deci-eased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy-

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

"f^7-

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rale, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?
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5. About what was the proportion of red {i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(f.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?
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The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Kobin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,
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Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day ?

y i i*

3

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

rales) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds)

'V y - ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1 . Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

MY
/j

as usaf

T.^> do.///?*
'

),«*

A

* Hu a

<?ff=d*- 14 /fa r-
When were the first seen and at what date were they

most yumerous ? (Approximate dajies will fye much better than

L T&caj-

(7 /Qy^4.yC/J



3. What was the greatest number of bird

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

5. About whq/was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

4 6. What was their nrineinnl food when with iron ?

7 . If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.



Dear Sir

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator
)
which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

Jt. a^
2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
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4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

^
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(z.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?
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6. What was their principal food when with you?
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7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

^ K . .

.

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
s

^j ^
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

r1 ^ size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

* ^ short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

J red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

v1 yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

vJ } A sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

TV

f
Yours truly.

WILIjIAM BREWSTER.
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NO. 1.
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NO. I.
j

NO. 2.
J
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LARGE

Raccoon
Skunk,
Red Fox,

( GKCray Fox
H HVIink,

I T (\ Muskrats
B. Bears.
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j

'

k Wildcats,
k Vs- Wolf,
r\\ Otter,
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v Lynx
’

Cross Fox,
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Kitt “
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Badger,
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Buck skin,
Deer “
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*

Dear Sir :

—

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator

)

which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)-.
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A/

Monday

j/j+P** {O.

near Sir:-

The last week in Jan ,
a doz or so of the Birds

were here feeding on frozen apples and apple pomace. My neigh-

bor Thompson got all he wanted as they were all birds of the first

year and not a red male in the flock. The name given Pine Gros -

beak , is entirely misplaced, they are a Spruce Bullf inch , no more

nor less. They live and breed in the Spruce belt above the Pine

and as I have fully verified in northern Vermont, often dash down

to the valleys for berries and to dwellings for cherries, and af-

ter feeding, wheel off to the mountain tops. Some three years

ago, the Evening Grosbeak paid us a visit. I got one, the first

and only one I ever saw,- to me, invaluable.

I have 20 quail under my special care this winter doing finely.

A 50 acre swamp on the farm gives us exclusive privileges in re-

gard to partridge, quail, pigeons, rabbits, hawks, owls &c &c.

P. S. And truest respects to Mr. Colburn.

Yours
B. Horsford. 0

Pine Grosbeaks. —- Saw six Pine Gros-

beaks, Dec. 17. They were very tame—al-

most touched one with my hand—no old

ones among them—these are the first speci-

mens noted this sep^on .—Jolyn H. Sage.

r

C. M. Jones, Eastford, Conn., writes that

Brief Notes.

beak

O.&O.V0I.I8, Feb.^893 *>.31



145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1898.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting
the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area
covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly
answering the following questions in the spaces left for that
purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted
lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood
this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite
as useful as records of their occurrence.)

I Wu.**
^

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they
most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than
none)

.



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and
what was the greatest number seen in any one flock?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females andyoung(f,e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-
bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In
size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with
short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both
sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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Dear Sir

145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator

)

which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Piue Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter ? (Reports of their apparent absence will he quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

A

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than

n°ne)
' M /
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rale, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young (i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

dJ>y7y^x7 -

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

A^r~c

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Tours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, h

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none). . —
t
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3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

r f

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may

enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the dotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appearedin your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approxmiate dates will be much better than

none)

.

3^

/1r It. ( i^ L

the tirst sound 1 hear as 1 step out into the

frosty morning air is their pleasant notes,

and I am sure to find flocks every morning

feeding on the juice of crab-apple trees near

the house, or over in the tangle along the

river
;
later they feed on the ash, maple and

tamaracko.fe O.Vol.18, April, 1893 p.58 / OJ
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3. What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?

4. Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5. About what was the proportion of red
(
i.e

.

full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6. What was their principal food when with you?

7. If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.

the first sound I hear as 1 step out into the

frosty morning air is their pleasant notes,

and 1 am sure to find flocks every morning

feeding on the juice of crab-apple trees near

the house, or over in the tangle along the

river
;
later they feed on the ash, maple and

tamarack©.& O.Vol.18, April, 1893 p.68 lo J
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145 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

January 25, 1893.

Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-

bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

OoldWeather Notes. Stephentown,N. Y.
Benj aminHoag

Pine Grosbeaks are in abundance
;

I have

never recorded them here in such numbers

before. First seen December 7, a single

female feeding on a big white-ash
;

next

record December 19th, a flock of six, four fine

red males and two females. Since December

19, flocks of from eight to fifty noted daily.

Grateful indeed I am for ample opportunity

for observations on these beautiful birds

;

the first sound I hear as I step out into the

frosty morning air is their pleasant notes,

and I am sure to find flocks every morning

feeding on the juice of crab-apple trees near

the house, or over in the tangle along the

river
;
later they feed on the ash, maple and

tamarack©.& O.Vol.18, April, 1893 p.68

*
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Dear Sir :

—

During the early part of the present winter Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, was visited by an unusual number of

Pine Grosbeaks (Pinicola enucleator) which, after exhausting

the food supply, departed very suddenly. I wish to trace, if

possible, the routes which they followed and the total area

covered by their migration. You can aid me in this by kindly

answering the following questions in the spaces left for that

purpose. Please write your name and address on the clotted

lines at the head of this page.

1. Have any Pine Grosbeaks appeared in your neighborhood

this winter? (Reports of their apparent absence will be quite

as useful as records of their occurrence.)

2. When were the first seen and at what date were they

most numerous? (Approximate dates will be much better than

none)

.



3.

What was the greatest number of birds seen in one day?
4.

Did they occur in large or small flocks, as a rule, and

what was the greatest number seen in any one flock ?

5.

About what was the proportion of red (i.e. full-plumaged

males) to the females and young(i.e. plain brown or gray birds) ?

6.

What was their principal food when with you?

7.

If they have disappeared or materially decreased in num-

bers, about when did this occur?

The following brief description of the Pine Grosbeak may
enable those unacquainted with the bird to recognize it. In

size a little smaller than a Robin, plump, well-feathered, with

short, stout bill. Old males with most of the plumage rosy

red. Females and young males ashy brown with more or less

yellowish, saffron or dull red on the rump and top of head. Both

sexes have two conspicuous white bars on the wings.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM BREWSTER.
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